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3 Strategies from ACRL Scholarly Communication Roadshow
Data: Take-home Points 
3
● Data ≠ Only Numbers
● Useful data require context
● You should want credit
● There are people at Bates 
who can help 
4
“Data” = Products of Scholarship
Photographs 
and Scans
By Shadsluiter [CC BY-SA 4.0 from 
Wikimedia Commons
World Economic Forum [CC BY-SA 2.0  by Wikimedia 
Commons
By USDA NRCS Montana (Soil Survey45.tif) [Public domain] 
from Wikimedia Commons
Interviews:
A/V and Transcripts
Physical 
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Data Management Plans: NSF
https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/dmp.jsp
7
DMPs: Important Goals
Discover Reuse Repurpose
DMPs: Important Considerations
Where? How?
For How 
Long?
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There’s an open  
place for (almost) all  
research outputs
We Can Help!
● Joseph Tomaras
● Theresa Bishop
● Pete Schlax
● Michael Hanrahan
11https://scarab.bates.edu/datasets/1/
12
Bates College Department of Biology. Diamond, Daisy 
and Levitis, Daniel. "Dichotomous Key to Pea Aphid 
(Acyrthosiphon pisum) Apterous Parthenogenic Instars" 
(2016). SCARAB Data Repository. 
https://scarab.bates.edu/datasets/1
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If you were thinking 
about collaborating with 
a new colleague, how 
would you learn more 
about them?
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SCARAB
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▪ Scholarly Communications and Research at Bates
▪ More than just student works
▪ Repository for Green Open Access
▪ Goal: promote access to scholarly outputs of institution 
and ensure long-term preservation
SCARAB: the benefits
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▪ Increased visibility
□ Unpublished works inc. posters, conference presentations, 
data, etc.
▪ Permanent URLs
▪ Statistics
▪ Permissions expertise
READ 
YOUR 
CONTRACT
S
20Created  by Sebastien Wiertz from Flicker
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Considerations:
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▪ Who can access my work?
▪ Will I receive a permanent link or DOI?
▪ Does the platform comply with US copyright law?
▪ Will I get download statistics for my work?
▪ Are there limits on file types or sizes?
▪ Will search engines find my work?
▪ Will my work be preserved for long-term access?
▪ Will depositing my work comply with government or funder requirements?
ACADEMIC SOCIAL 
NETWORKS
25
ResearchGate Academia.edu Others?
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CONTACT US:
28
▪ Pete Schlax, pschlax2@bates.edu
▪ Christina Bell, cbell@bates.edu, @librarybell
▪ Krystie Wilfong, kwilfong@bates.edu
Want more information?
▪ https://libguides.bates.edu/scholarly-communications
▪ www.scarab.bates.edu 
▪ https://scarab.bates.edu/ils_scholarship/5/ (these slides)
